
Setting the Standard
in Performance

BATTLEHOOK™
PATENT PENDING

You are in a bad situation — unable to use both hands to
reload your firearm.
But you are prepared…with your operating arm you place
the gun in your holster, replace the empty magazine and
rack the slide using your Battlehook™ sight. You take
aim and fire back taking out the target!
This could have been a deadly situation without
Battlehook™ on your gun. Designed with combat in mind,

whether for civilian defense, law enforcement officers or military
personnel, Battlehook™ is up for any task. Day or night, you have the most
rugged sights available to you from your friends at Battlehook™. 

Be Prepared for the Unexpected with Battlehook™ Sights!
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Henning’s “Battlehook” Sight is a high performance, military grade, multi-purpose sight designed and manufactured in the
USA. This sight is innovatively designed with a 10° forward angle for one-handed slide racking for quick reaction shooting
capabilities. The rear blades are equipped with 40 LPI low glare serrations which further enhance your visibility and
accuracy in the field and at the range. Using the highest quality materials, the “Battlehook” is composed of 4140 high
tensile steel, finished in scratch resistant Ionbond coating and attached with two robust set screws.

The Battlehook extends the blade over the back of the slide for a longer sight radius and a larger sight reference for more
precise shooting. Battlehook is available in 3 different heights to fit the various Glock models and available in two different
notch widths; .150" and .180". The .180" width is called "Ultra Carry" and gives you a super fast sight picture for concealed
carry purposes.



Advantages of Battlehook™ Sights:

Extended Sight Radius. The rear blade of the Battlehook™ sight extends over the back of the slide,
extending the sight radius by almost 1/2”. This allows for increased accuracy at longer distances.

Low Profile, Full Rear Blade. By extending the blade over the back of slide, we “built down” to give the
shooter a full, traditional rear blade. A full rear blade gives you a much faster and better rear sight reference.

Positive Racking. Battlehook™ uses a 10 degree forward angle that you can rely on.

Built Tough. We built our sights from 4140 high tensile strength steel that withstand the test of time. The
black Ionbond finish is the toughest, best finish on the market. It will withstand years of use and abuse.

Tight Tolerances. Professional use requires perfect fit. With repeated use, perfect fit to factory slides
guarantees the sight will stay in place. We tested a lot of Glocks, measured and decided that a dovetail cut of
.259” was the perfect, super-tight fit. This means they won’t go on easy, but they won’t come off easy either.
And you have two 6-32 set screws to guarantee it stays on for a lifetime.
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What the Pro’s say about Battlehook™ Sights:

“The low sight line, wide rear notch and overhanging, target-style rear face seemed to us to practically lock the
front dot out there at a maximum (snag-free) radius, and the lamps seem brighter than most…”

NRA American Warrior Magazine #16

“Every part of the Battlehook™ looks military grade.”
NRA American Warrior Magazine #15

“With the Battlehook™, I found clearing malfunctions one-handed almost thoughtless, and never once did an
attempt to manipulate the slide via use of the rear sight require a second attempt.

The Battlehook™ allows me to easily shoot at the edge of my performance envelope – something I cannot say
for other sights I have used.”

SWAT Magazine November 2013

“Extremely durable, made out of quality material, good finish. So far I’ve been hitting them a good bit on
different surfaces, dinging up some tables and benches around my house, but the sights are still holding up
really well. Honestly I don’t have anything but good things to say about them.”

Michael Plouffe, youtube.com/MrGunsnGear

“…overall this is an ingenious design very necessary for today’s pistoleers from the special ops guys down to
the normal CCW.”

Agent Michael Morton, US Coast Guard

Model 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38 and 39 Model 20, 21, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 36


